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Abstract - The concept of object is proposed as the basic building block of information 
systems. According to the object-oriented view, the world in general, and the information s:ystem 
in particular, are collections of interacting ,fully concurrent ob}ects, some of them active, some oj 
them passive, and wilh mrying degrees ojpersistence. A rigo.rous definitionjor the concept of 
object is proposed, giving support to the combination of objecrs into [arger objects and, 
ultimately, into the envisaged injormation system. The well known JFIP Test Case is used to 
illustrate the usefulness ofthe con.ceptfor the uniform description ofthe relevant UoD. 

1. Introducdon 

Recent developments ([CaWe85], [Loc85J, ['KhCo86], [DaDi86), (ShWe87] and [Dit88]) seem 

to show that the concepts underly:ing the object-oriented computational model are stabilising to 

the point whcre it becomes clear that they provide a un.ifying approach for infonnation systerns 

and database design. The intention is to conceptually regard an infonnation system as a collecrion 

of interacting objects that retain, carry, generate, or compute :infonnation, and cooperate to 

provide the service expected from the system In this way, an increased modularity in design is 

hoped to be achieved, as weil as a tighter control of correctness and higher levels of reusability. 

In [SSE87], [SFSE88], (ESS88a], [ESS88b] and [ESS88c] we succeeded to formalise several 

aspects ofthis approach, resulting in the kernel of an algebraic/categorial theory of abstract object 

spccific:ation. In [SFS88J, preliminary experiments of that approach were made from a 

methodological point of view. In this paper, we capitalise on the results obtained so far to give 

foundations to our clairns in favour to the adoption ofthe concept of object as the basic building 

block of inforrnation systems. A rigorous definition for the concept of object is proposed, giving 

support to the combination of objects :into larger objects and, ultimately, into the envisaged 

infonnat:ion system. Limitations on the available implementation technology prevent us from 

discuss:ing with full awareness the impact ofthe proposed approach to the cornplete design cycle, 

ie from conceptual to implementation levels. Therefore, emphasis will be put on the 

methodological usefulness of the concept for the uniform description of the relevant UoD. 

Nevertheless, it will also be possible to point the way to the desired effective object-oriented 

design techniques. 



For illustration purposes we use examples taken from a specification of the UoD (Universe of 

Discourse) ifip-worläng-confertJ.nce as outUned in [OSV82]. This UoD is sufficiently rich to 

highlight the proposed unifying concept and to assess its effectiveness. Moreover, the example is 

simple and widely known [OVB88]. A self-explaining fragment ofthe Oblag language [SSE89] 

will be used throughout. 

In section 2 the wide varlety of componems of current infonnation systems is analysed loo.king 

for the basic construction primitives. This analysis leads to a unique build.ing block- the nbject -

that is further characterised in section 3, where the rrrst examples are given withln the chosen 

UoD. In section 4, mechanisms for combining objects into !arger objects are described and 

illustrated. Grouping of objects into types is discussed in section 5. The significance of the object 

concept wrt lnformation systems design is assessed in section 6. 

2. The components of information systems 

An :inforrnation system, when observed as a whole, is like a symbolic machine that is ::.ble to 

perceive, manipulate, store, produce and transmit information. As such, the information system 

is composed of two basic kinds of pans. On one hand, we have the storage components like 

- ....... _ -- · files, records, databases and, even, work areas in central memory, -These storage cornponents are 

able to keep lexical things lik.e integers, names and so on, in general known as data. On the other 

hand, we have the process components like application programs. transactions, operating 

systems programs and so on. These process cornponents are responsible for the activity of thc 

information system. They receive. manipulate and produce all sorts of data using, whenever 

necessary, the storage cornponents. 

In spite of their apparent diversity, we can recognise so~ imponant common features among the 

parts ofthe information system. Forgetting data for the moment, both the storage and the process 

components have a distinct temporal and spatial existence. Any of them is created and evolves 

tlrroughout time (ie, its state changes), possibly moving from one place to another, until it is 

finally destroyed (if it ever comes to happen). Any of them is able to retain data and is able to 

replace the data that is storing. Any ofthem can either be vcry persistent (with a lang life) or 

transient (with a short life). 

The only intrinsic difference between a so called storage cornponent and a process component is 

in its liveness. The former is passive whereas the latter is aaive. That is to say, the latter has 

liveness requirements in the sense that it has the ability to reach desired goals by itself (eg 

termination of program execution), whereas the fonner waits passively for the interactions with 

the surrounding active components. In traditional jargon. the latter is given CPU resources, the 

former is not. 
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'Thus, we should look at all those components of the Information system as examples of thc same 

concept - the object- wil.h varying degrees of livenes.s and persistence. It is a shame that the Von 

Neumann cornputation paradigm has lived beyond its usefulness. It imposes an artificial 

boundary between active and passive objects, and between persistent and transient objects. 

Hence. the current technology provides different tools for de.furing and supporting the four 

classes of objects. For instance, active transient objects are de:fmed using a so called 

prograrn.ming language, and are supported by the process manager of the operating system; and 

passive persistent objects are nowadays de.fmed using a database schema language, and 

supported by the database manager. In consequence, it has been very difficult to oven;ome these 

boundaries even methodologically. 

The recent advances in object-oriented technology promise a near future when it will be possibie 

to work with an "object management system" providing uniform support to all classes of objects. 

Therefore, it is now imperative that we recognise the importance of this unifying view of the 

inforrnation systems components, so that it can be lifted into our working methodologies. 

According to this view, the world in general. and the infonnation system in particular, are 

societies of interacting, fully coneutrent objects, sorne of them active, some of them passive, and 

with varying degrees of pcrsistence. 

· - ~ · · .,~ """-..,.... · Ic,remains to define rigorously what iB an object and how objects· can· be· combined into I arger 

objects and, ultimately, into the envisaged inform.ation system. In the subsequent sections we 

attempt to characterise precisely the notion of object and illustrate its methodological useihlness 
in the description of a weil known UoD. 

3. Objects 

It seems heuer to precede formal definitions of the proposed concepts with some examples from 
me chosen test case. 

Among the relevant entities that compose the IFIP Worldng Conference U oD are papers. As an 

object. a paper has an intemal state that can be changed and observed. For instance, after 

Submission, a paper is subject to a refereeing process that results in its acceptance or rejection. 

State changes such as acceptance or rejection correspond to the happening of events. On the 

other hand, the state can be observed through attrihutes. One examplc of an attribute of a paper 

can be its classification. One can imagjne that this attribute is updated each time a referee sends its 

repon. Naturally, the value of this attribute depends on the past events, namely on previous 

classifications. The attribute valuation mapping, giving the values of the attributes, can be more 

or less complex in the sense that the value of an auribute may depend only on the last event that 

has happened, or on the entire sequence of the past events. Other attributes. such as the title of 
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the papc:r, may be invariant ie, not subject to changes. Besides the modification events that 

affect the observed values of the attributes, one may expect creation and destruction events 

responsible for creating and destroying the object. 

The behaviour of the object is characterised by the sequences of events that are possible. 

Especially informative are the complete life cycles, starting with non-existence and eithe:r 

leading to non-existence ar going on forever. In the case at hand, we can assume that every life 

cycle of a paper must begin with a creation event of submission because that event marlcs the 

pcint where the pape:r comes into existence in the context of the working conference. In other 

contexts, other creation events of papers might be of interest. For instance, if the post-office 

were to be included in the boundaries of the system, papers would come into existence when 

posted. 

The same happens with destruction events. One can assume that, as an object, a paper is 

destroyed when the conference is closed. But one could also assume that a paper is destroyed 

when it is rejected, meaning that all information about that pa~ is discarded at that ~. and that 

the object does no Ionger participate in the life of the worldng conference (it can no langer share 

events with other objects). Similarly, if within the boundaries of the envisaged system we were 

to include !:he publishing activities, we would postpone the destruction af an accepted paper to its 

publication. 

Sumrrring up, we adopt a process·oriented model for objects: an object Qb. consists of a set 

X of events, a set A of attributes, a set Acxcr af life cycles (where xcr=x*uxro consists of 

finite and infinite sequences of elements of X), and a valuation mapping o.: X* -wal(A) that 

maps each trace in X (a finite sequence of events) into a valuation of the attributes in A (ie, a 

mapping giving values to the attributes in A). Therefore, when specifying an object we must 

provide X, A, A and a. An interest:h"1g alternative model identifies the object with a state machine 

but the two models are equivalent under reasanable a.ssumptions (see for instance [ESS88a]). 

Naturally, a language is needed for the description of objects. Such a language, Oblag, has been 

outlined in [SSE89]. Herein, we willlimit ourselves to some of its basic features wiLhout 

attempting to give a formal semantics. For instance, papers could be described in Obiog as 

follows; 

ob j ec t J2f.ll}.ß.J:. 

evenls 

0 submission : 
t end; 

referee-report( referee ,pos-iru ); 

acceptance; 

rejection 
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allributes 
classification: pos-int : 

nb-reports: pos-int; 

title: string; 

status: {submined, accepted, rejected} 

life cycles 

safety 
{status = submitted} acceptance,· 

{StatUS = submitted} rejection; 

Yaluation 
[referee-report(R,N)]classification"" (classification*nb-reports+N)I(nh-reports+l); 

[refer-ee-report(R,N)]nb-reports = nb-reports+l; 

[suhmission]classification = zero; 

[submission]nb-reports = zero; 

{submission]status = submitted; 

[acceptance]statu.s = accepted; 

[rejection]status = rejected 

end 

Notice that we have introduced two other attributes: nb-reports indicating the nurober of referee 

~.~~ ---- -reports received so far,- and status indicating whether the paper has been accepted or rejected, or 

if it is still under refereeing. In the description of the set X of events, we have ident:if:ted creation 

events with 0 and destruction events with t. 

The valuation mapping o: is specified using event attribute terms of the form [e]a denoting 

the value of attribute a in the state reached from the current state through the event e. For 

instance, 

[referee-report(R,N)jclassification = (classification*nh-reports+N)/(nb-reports+l) 

indicates how the average classification is updated when a referee-report is receivecl The 

underlying logical semantics can be found in [Fia88]. 

1be set ofpermissible life cycles can be specified using several alternative techniques. In the case 

at hand, we used enabling rules. Such rules have the generalform {c)e stating that the event e 

is only allowed to happen when the condition c is uue. For instance. by 

{Status :;;:;: submitted} acceptance; 

{statu.s = submiued} rejecrion 

we are indicating that an acceptance or a rejection can only take place when the value of the 
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attribute statu.s is submined. Tak:ing into account the valuation rules that describe the effects of 

the events on the attribute status, it is easy to see that we are excluding the happening of both a 

rejection and an accept.ance events in a life cycle. Hence, the resulting life cycles start wlth a 

submission, proceed with the reception of the referee reports, after which an acceptance or a 

rejection event may happen. 

Notlee that we have not required life cycles to include either an acceptance or a rejection event. 

[ndeed, such a liveness requ,·rement must be stated in the object that is responsible for that 

decision, eg the program chairman. It results that papers arepassive objects in the sense that they 

do not evolve by their own initiative. In later sections, it will be seen that such passive objects 

evolve by sharing events with active objects such as the program chairman or the referees 

(although the lauerarenot always as active as desin:d ... ). 

4. Putting objects together 

After introducing the basic notion of object, we are ready to discuss more advanced issues 

essential to object orientation, such as inheritance relationships between objects and the 

combination of objects in order to build more complex objects. As we shall see, al1 these 

questicns lead to the concept of object morphi.sm (see [ESS88a]). Without bringing in the 

--~----·· , .. : • .te~hnical details of the categorial theozy of objects (and object types) proposed therein,-it is·still 

possible to outline here that concept in order to explain subobjects (and their generalisation: 

linked-objects), as weil as the aggregation of objects into composite objects. 

Let us statt again with an example. It could he argued that the description of a paper as an object 

that was given in the preceding section could be further rermed by describing the specific 

behaviour of accepted papers. Indeed, accepted papers have further attributes indicating, for 

instance, the session in which they will be presented, the time of p:resentation, etc. FUrthermore, 

the life cycles of accepted papers may contain other events corresponding, for instance, to the 

reception of the camera-ready version, the notification that it will be presented by one of the 

authors, etc. Naturally, theseextra events and attributes should be regarded as belanging to the 

ohject paper itself. But, because accepted papers have such a distinguished behaviour, and 

because that behaviour is of interest in its own within the context of the wor.king conference, we 

want to identify them as a specialisanon of papers, and introduce them as subobjects or as 

views of papers. 

object accepted-pqper view of /2.f1:J2.U. 

events 

0 acceptance ; 
camera-ready-reception; 

presentation·notification 
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attribuies 

session: name ; 

timt: date 

end 

Naturally, each such subobject is strongly related to the original, parent object. Without detailing 

the sernantics of this view construction in terms of the described objects, it is worthwhile to give 

an intuitive account of the relationship that is established between the subobject and the parent 

object. As a view of paper, an accepted paper may inherit some of its attributes such as the title. 

Moreover, we can even admit that these attributes can be updated by the new events introduced: 

for instance, as part of an acceptance agreement. the program committee might require the title of 

the paper to be changed. 

Naturally, arnong the possible life cycles of paper, we may distinguish between those that can be 

projected as non-empty life cycles of an accepted paper, and those that can not. The fonner 

correspond to the life cycles where an acceptance event bas bappened. Tbat is to say, wben 

reaching tbe point where an accepta.nce event happens, a paper must behave following a life cycle 

of an accepted paper. 

In formal terms, we say that the object illll""<Xl,Al,Al,o:l> is a subobject of the object 

·· ·- .- cl!2=<X2:,A2·;A2;a;2.> iff 

(a) X1 C: X2, 

(b) Al C A2, 

( c) A l!;;A2, 

(d) forevery teX2*, a2(t).1Al=al(t..!.Xl), 

where J.Al and .l.Xl denote restrictions to the attributes and to the events, respectively, of obl. 

Conditions (a) and (b) just state that the parent object contains the events and attributes of the 

subobject (that is to say, the subobject is a special case of the parent object). Condition (c) states 

that for every life cycle Al of .Qb1 there is a life cycle ).2 of Qb2 such tbat the fonner is a scattcred 

subsequence of the latter. Finally, condition (d) states that the evaluation in ob2 of attributes of 

.clü. depends only on the past events of clU.. This is our f':ust example of object morphism- an 

inclusion object morphism. 

Two objects may be operntionally related even ü one of them is not a subobject of the other. As 

an illustration consider the case of referees, papers and review-sheets (yes. review-sheets are 

important objects in the UoD at stake: they arepersistent objects that record the refereeing 

process). We may expect that a referee, a paper and the review-sheet for that paper and referee 

will not have independent behaviours as objects. For instance, one of tbe activities to be 

perfonned by the referee will be to fill in the review-shects that were sent to him. Thus, the 
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events of each review-sheet should be reflected in the corresponding referee. In this case, we will 

not talk about an inclusion relationship but of a link relationship although, from a formal point 

of view, there is little difference from the preced.ing case. 

Indeed. a link relationship between objects is a generalisation of the subobject relationship 

defined above: the object .o.bl=<Xl.AI.AI.al> is said to be linked to t.he object 

.Q.b2=<X2,A2,A2,o:2> iff there are 

(a) an event mapping hx: Xl-*X2 

(b) an attribute mapping hA: Al~A2 

suchthat 

(c) hxCA l)SA2 

(d) for every tlE Xl * and tZE; X2*, if hx(tl)=t2.l.hx(Xl) then a.2(t2).l.hA(A l)==hA(al(tl)) 

Conditions (a) and (b) just state that the events and attributes of the link-source object are 

mapped into events and attributes of the Unk-target object. Condition (c) states that for every 

life cycle A.l of Qlll there is a life cycle :U of QbZ suchthat the former corresponds (via hx) to a 

subsequence ofthe latter (eg, every filling of a review-sheet has a counterpart in a life cycle of 

-.. - -· -"--··· ,. --<"-the corresponcling referee). Fihally, condition (d) states thattheevaluation in .2bl ofattributes 

corresponding (via hA) to those of .Qhl depends only on the past events corresponding (via hx) 

to those of Q.bl (eg, the values of the items- attributes - of the review sheet arenot altered by 
events of the referee not related to the review sheet at stake such as the review of another paper!). 

This is the general form of object morpbism. 

Another important issue to be discussed concems the problern of "combining" objects into !arger 

objects. The resulting composite object is usually called an aggregation of the two original 

objects. The latter are called parts or components of the composite object. 
.f.. J_~ 

One example is the aggregation of accepted papers into sessions. The resulting composite object 

will have all events and attributes of both parts (eg the titles of all the papers in the session as 

weil as the timings for their presentat:ion). Moreover, each life cycle of the composite ob jcct must 

be an interleaving of a life cycle of each of its parts (a session evolves as its accepted papers 

evolve), Finally. the valuation mapping of the aggregationwill provide the same value as the 

mapping of each part when only the events ofthat part are taken into account. 

From a formal point of view, the aggregation ill.,II.Q..b.2. of two independent objects 

.2hl.=<X1,Al,A1,1).1> and .2b1=<X2,A2,A2,a2> is <.Xl(f:)X2,A1E&A2,A111A2,a.l+cx2>. That 

is to say, the event space ofthe agg:regation is the d.isjoint union ofthose ofthe parts, its set of 

attributes consists ih the disjoint union of the sets of attributes of the parts, its life cycles 
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correspond to interleavings of the life cycles of the parts. and its valuation mapping is the "sum'' 

of the valuation mappings of the components. Interestingly, the aggregation of Qb1 and Q.Q1 is 

closely related to the coproduct Q]llEBQhZ. within the calegory OB of objects and object 

morphisrns. They differ only in the set ofpennissible lüe cycles. For details see [ESS88a]. 

Besides explaining the building up of composite objects from independent components. this 

mechanism can also be used for describing precisely the joint behaviour of "independent" 

objects. This joint behaviour is the behaviour of the aggregation of all the objects at band, ie each 

object is seen to evolve independently of the other objects. However, it is essential for the 

envisaged view of the information system as a society of cooperative objects tha.t some form of 

imeraction between objects rnay be described and taken into account when analysing their joint 

behaviour. 

Object interaction is traditionally classified into two categories: rnemory sharing and message 

passing. According to the proposed model, the former corresponds to attribute sharing and 

the latter to event sharing. Both are special cases of object sharing (as originally recognised 

in [ESS88a)) which, naturally, also explains component sharing. 

Although we have already seen several examples of interacting objects (eg subobjects and 

linked-objects), let us consider a simpler case of interaction: single attribute sharing. For 

~..-- ~ ~-- , -instanee, in aggregating accepted pa:pers into sessions, one should take care that all the papers -~ 

involved share the same session attribute. Therefore, instead of the coproduct of the accepted 

papers as taken above (coproducts ignore sharing), one should instead de!me a session as a 

colimit of a diagram tbat identifies a conunon link to every accepted paper in the session. This 

common link is an object composed of the single attribute name: string whlch is rnapped to each 

of the session atttibutes of the accepted papers involved. The resulting colimit is an object that 

contains all attributes from the accepted papers involved (eg. the title of each of the papers), but 

identifying the session attributes into a single attribute (eg, name: string identifying the name of 

the session) as required. 

The difference between aggregation with and without sharing can be funher illustrated as 

foJlows. Consider the aggregation without sharing of two objects ac,eJ2ted-pape.rl and 

accepted-vaper2 into se.ssion. The object session would have as attributes titlel, sessionl, time I 

(obtained from acce&zted-paperl) and title2, session2, ti.me2 (obtained from accepted-vaper2). 

Whereas, the aggregation of accevteti-nar2f:rl and accepted-paner2 into sersion sharing the 

session attributes would result in an object having the following attributes: tirlel, time] (obtained 

fromaccepted-pqperl), title2, time2 (obtained :from accepted-paper2) and a unique attribute name 

indicating the name of the session at stake. Naturally, the attributes sessionl and session2 are 

mapped to the attribute name of the aggregation through the corresponding morphism 

components (sharing). 
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Specüying shared components can be cumbersome and, in simple cases as above, we usually 
indicate it as follows: 

object sessiaa 
aggregation( accepted-aaperl, accepted-vqper2) 

end 

interaction among accepted-r:zaperl, acceptgd-paper2 

sessionl = session2 on name 
end 

Another case of object interaction is event sharing. For instance, a paper shares irs subrnission 

event with each of its authors. Hence, if a combination of papers and authors was desired (for 

instance, in a global object such as the working conference itself), the joint life cycles would 

appear as interleavings ofthe given life cycles, but synchronised at every submission event. For 

details see [ESS88a]. Interaction by event sharing has been extensively discussed in previous 

papers [ESS88aJ, [SSE89]. More examples of interactionwill be given in the next section. 

5. Object types 

So far, we have been concerned with the notion of object and of relationships that can be 

established between two or more objects. However, another feature is essential for the envisaged 

approach to information system design; the grouping of objects into types. Indeed, in practice, 

we tend to specify object types at oncc, such as the type PAPER containing papcrs as 

occurrences. 

When de:fining such a type, we need first to consider the identification issues, ie the mechanisrns 

that enable us to distinguish the different occurrences of the type. The basic idea is to associate to 

the object type a surrogate space, eg /PAPER!. composed of all surrogates (identities) of the 

occurrences of the type. Then, it must be possible to associate to each surrogatein !PAPER/ 

the corresponding occurrence (an object, ie an element of OB). 

Indeed, within the proposed process-oriented model, an object type ot is composed of a 

surrogate space Iod and a mapping ro from lotl into OJB (the template mapping). For each 

ue lotl, ro(u) is called the occurrence template of the occurrence with surrogate u (or, simply, 

the occurrence template of u). The o.ccurrence corresponding to u is the object u.co{u). We 

assume that the "dot" operation in OlB is defined as follows: u.<X,A,A,a.> is the object 

<u.X.u.A,u.A,u.a.>, where, u.X = {u.x; xeX} and so on. Thus. the "dot" operation allows the 

generation of "isomorphic ccyies" of the argument object. 
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In many cases, the template mapping ro is constant, ie all occurrences of the type have the same 

template. In these cases, the type is said to be homogeneous and is identified with <lotl • .m.> 
(instead of ~loti,m>) where Q1 is the constant value of ro (an object). The occurrences of an 

homogeneaus object type are "similar" in the sense that they are "isomorpruc copies" of a unique 

object - .Ql - called the type template. 

That is the case of the envisaged type PAPER. Indeed, we have in mind the template J2.Ql}.C.L 

specified in section 3. As a result, the occurrences ofthe object type PAPERare isornorphic to 

the referred object Jmi2CI., ie they only differ in having their attribute names and events labelled 

according to the surrogates. 1bis means that we will be able to distinguish between the title 

attribute of the paper object with Surrogate ul and the title auribute of the paper object with 

surrogate u2. The fonner will be ul.title whereas the lauer will be u2.title. Obviously, this does 

not mean that the vaiues of these attributes are necessarily different (we can im.agine two papers 

being subrnitted with the sarne name), but that we can distinguish between the anributes/events of 

one object and !.he attributes/events of another. Naturally, it should be possible to specify that all 

the occurrences of a given type share a certain attribute or event (eg, all papers are 

accepted/rejected at the same time, ie their lives are synchronised at acceptance/rejection), but we 

willleave that to the discussion of interaction issues. 

With respect to the surrogate space of the homogeneaus object type PAPER it is conceivable 

.. ~-· · • .. - · ·~'' ; that we might wish-to generate a. different surmgate for each natural flumber, taldng that nurober 

as the code of the corresponding object (paper). That could be acrueved by specifying the 

surrogate data type !PAPER/ oft..l-}e object type PAPER as follows: 

dat.a type /PAPER/ 

Operations 

paper-with-code: pos-int ~/PAPER/: 

code-of: fPAPER/4 pos-in.t 

equations 

end 

code-of(paper-with-code(N)) = N; 

paper-with-code(code-of(P)) = P 

This is a typical construction of the surrogate space using a key mapping - paper-with-code -

and introducing a key attribute - code-of- in order to build the envisaged space from a key 

space. It should be stressed that the latter is UQ1 the surrogate space. Indeed, we might even 

introduce alternative keys for the same object type (eg, titles besides codes assuming that titles 

are al1 disrinct). But, for each object type ot, we have one and only one surrogate space lott. The 

surrogates are the "basic" identi.fiers ofthe type occurrences. Keys are ''extemal" names for those 

occurrences. Naturally, they are related. 
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For simplifying the defmition ofthe surrogate space, we will generally give only the key son and 

the key attributes as in the following example of another homogeneaus object type: 

homogeneaus object type AUTHOR 

surrogate 
name-of· stn'ng 

template 

end 

events 

(J ready; 

submil(IPAPERI); 

hurrah{!P AP ERJ ); 

damn( !PAPER/) 

attributes 

address: string 

That is to say, each author is identified by astring (its name). The life cycles of an author are 

very simple: after creation, an author submits papers and gets good or bad news for each paper 

he submitted, depending on the outcome of the PC meeting. Tile more attentive reader could 

argue that safety clauses requiring that a damn(P) event should always have been preceded by a 

.. ,- -- ..• .,..,r- --." .• _. -suemit(P) event (the same for hunah(P)). We will see how that-restricted behaviouds-obtained 

by saying that these events are shared with the acceptance/reje.ction events of the corresponding 

paper. 

Another relevant object type would be: 

homogeneaus object type REFEREE 

surrogate 

n.ame-of: string 

template 

events 
0 accept-invitation; 

receive( I PAPER/); 

c!assify(IPAPERI); 

return( I PAPER/); 

attributes 

address: string; 

experrise: string 

life cycles 

sajety 

{ sometime· ajter receive(P)} return(P) 
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end 

liveness 

rerum(P) 

A referee is created once he accepts the invitation to become one, and his life cycles will be 

dedicated to the classification of papers he receives, until he eventually retums all the 

classifications. Notice that referees are active objects (yes!) because they have the liveness 

requirement to retum the classification of the papers they receive. This rreans that every life cycle 

of a referee that includes an event receive(P) must also include an event return{P). The safety 

clause further imposes that the event return(P) must be preceded by receive(P). Herewe have a 

good example of the uniform treatment of both active and passive objects. The fonner are 

easily identified by the presence of liveness requirements. Further comments on this issue are 

delayed until section 6. 

Amtherrelevant object type can be specified as follows: 

homogeneaus object type !NVITED TALK 
surrogate 

speaker: string 

template 

~~, ·-e.ve nls 

end 

0 another-chance; 

send-abstract 

attributes 

title:string; 

session: string 

An invited talk: is created when the invited speaker (gladly) accepts the chance ofpresenting that 

stuff another time. 'This time, no liYeness requirements were imposed: in general, the abstract of 

the talk is only sent upon (several) request(s) from the Program Chairman. 

We now turn to composition of objects. As expected, subtype, linked-type, composite-type and 

generalisation-type concepts lead to the notion of object type morphism (see (ESS88a)), and 

to the category 01' of object types and their morphlsms. We shall see how the concepts 

introduced in section 4 appear at the type level, as weil as how they are explained within the 

context of OT. 

Formally (see IESS88a]), we say that the object type otl=-<lotl!, col: lotll --7 OlB> isasubtype 

ofthe object type ot2=<1ot2l, co2: lot2! ~OB> iff 
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(a) !otll C lot2l, 

(b) rol(u) is a subobject of ro2(u) for every u in lotll 

This is our frrst example of an object type morphism where at the template level we have 

simple inclusion morphisms. 

A trivial example consists in the subtype ACCEPTED-PAPER ofPAPER built on the template 

acce_pted·pOJ)et discussed in secrion 4. In this case. we may take t:he surrogate data type 

!ACCEPTED-PAPERI tobe equal to IPAPERl because every paper can potentially become 

accepted (unless you are superstitious, or a statistician, the code of a paper does not detennine its 

acceptance). 

Another kind of relationship that can be defmed between object types concerns interaction 

between their occurrences. As discussed in section 4 at the object level, interaction consists in the 

sharing of common components. One particularly simple case of interaction is event sharing. 

For :instance, the acceptance of a paper by the program committee is naturally shared by the paper 

itsclf and its authors. This interaction between the types A UTHOR and PAPER can be specified 

by equating events belanging to occurrences of each of the types, such as: 

A.submit(P) = P.submission 

.:;-A.hurrahi;P).= P.acceptance 

A.damn( P) = P .rejection 

for any AE IAUTHOR! and PE iPAPERI. These equations irnpose synchronisation constraints on 

the life cycles of a paper and its authors:. Because t:he acceptance of a paper can only take place 

after its Submission (submission being a creation event, its happening must precede the 

happening of any other event of the object at stake), it results from this interaction specification 

that, when considering the joint behaviour of authors and papers in the society of the working 

conference, an event A.Juurah(P) can only happen after the event A.submission(P ). 

Considernow that we want to specify the homogeneaus object type REVIEW~SHEET,linking 

each review-sheet to "its" referee. The fust step is to def"me the surrogate data type. We will use 

/PAPERjx{l,2,3) as key space, and paper: !PAPER/, revie-.v-numher: {1,2,3} as key attributes. 

Besides these key attributes (identifying the paper being reviewed and the nurober of the review, 

assuming there will be three reviews requested for each paper), we can also define a constant 

attribute referee: IREFEREEI identifying the referee to which t:he review-sheet was sent. A 

constant attribute is like a key attribure in lhe sensethat its vaiue is invariant throughout the 

life of the object. Naturally, its value may vary from occurrence to occurrence. However, 

constants are not necessary to generate the surrogate space. Thus they can be introduced as 

derived Operations in the surrogate data type. They are methcxiologically useful whenever we 

warlt to disregard the event mechanisms responsible for their updating. 
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1ben, we have to provide the type template: 

object REVIEW-SHEg,T. 

events 

0 mail-to-rejeree; 

fill({l .. JO}, .... [l .. JO]) 

mail-back 

attributeg 

clarity, ... , originality: [1..10] 

valuation 
[clarity]fill(X, ... ,Y) =X; 

[originality]fill(X .... .Y) = Y; 

end 

Finally. in order to complete the specification of REVJEW-SHEET, it is necessary to establish 

the link morphism between each review sheet and "its" referee. As expected, for every u .in 

/REVIEW-SHEET/, we want an object link morphism from the object u.REYfEW-SHEET into 

the object referee(u).REEEREE. 'This can be achieved by specifying a suitable object type 

~-.··-morphism from.REVIEVr'-SHEET-into REFEREE. 

In general (see [ESS88a]), we say that the object type otl=<lotll,rol: lotll ~OB> is linked to 

the object type ot2=<lot21,ro2: lot2J ~OB> iffthere are 

(a) a surrogate mapping !HI: lotll ~ lot21 

(b) an instance mapping H(u): u.ml(u)-+ IHI(u).oo2(1HI(u)) for each u in lotll 

This is the general form of ohject type morphism. 

A link between two homogeneaus object types .ru1 and .QlZ can be defined in a simpler way: 

besides IHI, it is enough to establish H: 211-+ Qll_. In this case we say that H is a 

homogeneaus type morphism. Moreover, when lotllC lot21 and His an object inclusion 

morphism we get a subtype morphism, as introduced before. 

In the case at hand, the envisaged homogeneous link type morphlsm fromREVIEW-SHEET into 

REFEREE is as follows: the surrogate mapping is the constant attribute referee; and the 

instance mapping maps the event ufill(X, ... ,Y) of the review-sheet with surrogate u into the 

event v.classify(paper(u}) ofthe referee with surrogate v=riferee(u), as weil as u.mail-to-riferee 

to referee(u).receive(paper(u)) and u.mail-back to referee(u).return(papcr(u)) 
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Object type morphisms also provide the necessary mechanisms for discussing generalis.ation. 

For instance. assume now that we wish to consider in the UoD the object type SLOT containing 

accepted papers and invited talks. This corresponds to introduce the "genernlisation" ofthe object 

types ACCEPTED-PAPER and INVITED·TALK. In 01!", generalisanon oftypes with disjoint 

surrogate spaces appears as the coproduct of those types (see [ESS88a]). It is also possible to 

def"me precisely the generalisation of non-disjoint typeS (as a colimit in 01'), but we shall not 

illustrare it herein. 

In general, the generalisation-type otlffiot2 of the object types otl and ot2 is heterogeneaus 

even ifboth otl and ot2 are homogeneous. Let us consider only this simple case: assuming that 

otl;;:;;<fotll,o.U> and ot2=<1ot21,.Q12>, we have otl E!lot2;;<1otliEBiot21,ro0 ueol2.>. The surregare 
space of the generalisation-type is the disjoint union of the arguments spaces. The template 

mapping of the generalisation-type is defmed as follows: 

rootl9ot2(injl(u)) = m1 for every uE lotll 
mottEBot2(inj2(v)) :::: ot2 for every VE lot2l 

where injl and inj2 are the injections from lotll into fotll$!ot21 and from lot21 into lotlltl1lot21, 

respectively. Note that every z in lot1l$1ot21 is either in injl(lotll) or in inj2(lot21). That is to say, 

in the example at hand, every slot is either an accepted paper or an invited talk. The relationship 

- -" ~·,."_ between-otl (or ot2) and otlEBot2 is, therefore, akln to the subtype relationshlp; But instead of 

inclusion between surrogate spaces we have injectioiL 

We now briefly discuss the counterpatt of aggregation (related to coproducts in OB) at the type 

level. This question takcs us to the notion of composite·type. As an example, consider the 

object type of al1 possible sessions: SESSION. Its surrogate space is easily obtained frcrn the 

Surrogatespace of SLOT as iist(/SLOT/), assuming the parametrised data type list. As expected, 

me envisaged composite~type will be non-homogeneous. lndeed, the envisaged ternplate 

mapping (t) can be defined as follows: ro([sl, ... ,snJ) is the aggregation of 

sLroslot(sl), ... ,sn.roslotCsn) where roslot is the template mapping of SLOT. Naturally, this 

aggregation should take into account the sharing of the session attributes as seen in section 4. 

It is irrteresring to examine with more detaU the relationship between each session and its slots. 

Recalling that each session may contain several slots and that each slot appears in rnany sessions 

(notice that we are generating all possible sessions), it is simple to recognise that this 

many-to-many relationship (that we might call part-of) is notatype morphism. Indeed, in order 

to explain it using type morphisms, we would have to consider a third auxiliacy object type (say 

MEMBERSHIP), and suitable type morphisms from it into SESSION and into SLOT. Actually, 

this technique of splitting many-to-many relationships into two functional relationships is weil 

known in the database field. 
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6. The roJe of objects in information systems 

The proposed object-oriented approach has been extensively experimented for the purpese of 

conceptual modelling [SFS88]. Indeed, at that stage of the systems development, the 

uniform treatment of active and passive objects, persistent and transient objects, and the 

dustering ofbehaviour definitionaraund each object (avoid.ing the artificial separat:ion from the 

definition of their static aspects) have proved to be major methodological advantages .. 

Currem work is also pointing the way towards effective object-oriented design techniques. 

Those rely mainly on the reification (implementation) of objects over objects. For mstance, we 

might want to implement stacks over arrays and so on. This reification can shrupen the line 

between active and passive objects: for instance, objects such as papers can be reified towards 

purely passive objects that "store'' the information areund the attributes and active objects 

responsible for keeping that :information up-to-date (eg, the classification). Finally, we might 

want to implementsuch passive objects as records in a database system, and active objects 

as application programs within a similar environment. However, at thls stage, the uniform 

treatment of passive and active objects is lost because the available implementation tectmology 

(namely, Operating systems and database management systems) does not support it. 

"""-..-~ ... ~-.7· · • -c • But the dustering of behaviour definition around each object·does- pay· off in-both ·cases, For 

instance, the definition of the behaviour of a passive object will lead to the procedures to be made 

available for its creation, manipulation and destruction. And the definition of the behaviour of an 

active object will provide the procedure part of the implementing program (the static structure of 

the object will provide the data part of the program). 

Limit.ations on the implementation technology also impose artificial boundaries between transient 

and persistent objects (the former tend to reside in main memory and the lauer will be stored in 

mass rnemory). Hence, the design effort will be greater than it should be, since so many 

limitations lead artificially to a fmal collection of rather different implementation objects. 

Moreover, maintenance will also suffer. For instance, with current technology it is not easy for 

an object to migrate from the persistent side of the fence towards the transient, active side, 

without a lot of programming effort. 

In these conditions, we should ask what can be gained with the use of objects as the basic 

building blocks of information sys"ems until implementation techniques become available that 

will fully support collections of active and passive, persistent and transient objects in a uniform 

way and without artificial boundaries. For the moment, we can only point to methodological 

advantages. The systems designer has a better model of reality based on the unifying concept of 

object. Communication with the endusers will be easier. They know what is a paper. They 

should not have to care if it is going to be a record or a program or whatever. And object-oriented 
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specifications do not comprornise alternative implementations. For instance, distributed 

implementation issues can be dedded upon later on. 

Moreover, the proposed object-oriented approach supported by a language with the features as 

described in [SSE89} is easily integrated into an effective tool for fast prototype generation of 

database intensive applications (see [Bar88] and [Sou88]). The basic idea is to "animate" 

specifications. With a sophisticated human-rnachine interface generator it is even possible to 

produce prototypes that the endusers can relate to and experiment with. 

7. Concluding remarks 

We presented the concept of object as the ideal basic building block for information systems 

design. We showed how behaviour definition could be clustered around each object, providing a 

complete and uniform coverage of both static and dynamic aspects of the U oD, and avoiding the 

artificial separation that current methodologies are unable to avoid even at the early conceptual 

levels. Furthermore, it was shown how complex objects could be defined from more simple 

ones, namely how to put different objects tagether while cooperating by sbaring attributes or 

events. The envisaged information system is ultimately seen as a society of interacting, fully 

concurrent objects, that can be successively reified towards the desired irnplementation layers . 

...:--~ · This approach naturally leads to increased modularity in design, as well as to a ·tighter control of ... 

corrcctness and hlgher levels of reusability. 

Associated methodological considerations, theoretical results. on the envisaged semantics and 

suitable supporting software tools were only briefly touched upon. Those complement.ary i.ssues, 

as weil as those on the associated verification calculi, have been presented and discussed 

elsewhere, namely in [SFSE88], [Fia88J, [ESS88a], [ESS88b] and [Sou88J. But further work 

is still necessary at these levels, namely: worldng towards a practical spe.cification language for 

giving an effective support to the proposed approach (already started in [SSE89]); support to the 

reification process towards classical implementations (database records and transactions); 

development of better human-machine interfaces for the animator (following fSoSe88]); 

extending the algebraic/categorial theory of abstract object types in order to cope with reification; 

further methodological experiments in new fields of application (such as design of information 

systerns directly from their legal context (SFS88J, and real-time control systems). 
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